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News Release  

Date:  3 January 2012 

Leading Financier Jones Joins Growing Reward 

Well known Yorkshire financier Dave Jones has left his 

position as Senior Regional Managing Director at Aldermore 

Invoice Finance to become a partner at both Reward Capital 

and its recently launched sister business, Reward 

Commercial Finance.  

Jones joined Cattles Invoice Finance, that was later acquired 

by Aldermore, in November 2002, after previous senior roles 

with Eurosales Finance and Yorkshire Bank. Over the past 

decade, he has become one of the region’s most active and 

respected experts in asset based lending (ABL), and was 

named ABL Professional of the Year in the 2011 St Nick 

Awards. 

“Dave’s many years’ lending experience have given him a 

technical ability that few can match. This combined with his 

extensive contact base, and the drive to get the right deals 

done fast, is exactly what we were looking for to take the 

Reward businesses to the next level,” commented fellow partner Tom Flannery.  

Jones, who qualified as a Chartered Banker over 20 years ago, has become a partner in both Reward 

businesses with a role heavily focused on business generation, deal structuring and ongoing risk 

management.  In Reward Capital, this will be through identifying businesses that require secured 

funding of up to £2m on a short term basis where more flexibility is required than the high street 

banks can offer.   

“I was impressed with the obvious appetite for lending that Reward showed in its first year. Its ethos 

of getting to know regional businesses well, quickly devising flexible deal platforms and lending 

packages, and making sensible but entrepreneurial in house credit decisions, appealed greatly in this 

troubled lending climate. The value in clients and advisers being able to deal directly with decision 

makers, no matter what the deal size or complexity, cannot be underestimated,” commented Jones. 

“Already, we have seen great demand for lending both on transactional short term deals offered by 

Reward Capital, and the longer term ABL facilities that Tom is driving through the new commercial 

finance business.  I expect us to see many significant deals done this year, with a number already 

lined up for completion early in 2012,” he added. 
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Reward Capital was established in Leeds in November 2010 with substantial financial backing.  Its 

success in the first 12 months has resulted in increased funding support for Reward Capital, and a 

drive to expand its product offering through the recently formed Reward Commercial Finance which 

offers ongoing working capital for businesses of up to £3m turnover, via all aspects of factoring, 

invoice discounting, and inventory finance.     
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